
I learned something this holiday season: a songwriter named Johnny Marks wrote the now famous 
“Silver & Gold” Christmas tune specifically for the “Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer” TV special.  
Originally, Larry D. Mann as Yukon Cornelius was to sing the song, but the duty fell on Burl Ives 
after he signed onto the project. Apparently, the same could be said of “Holly Jolly Christmas,” 
which really took off after Ives sang a somewhat slower version as a separate release a year later.  

I guess you can say the rest is history, of a sort.   

Marks also wrote: “Rocking Around the Christmas Tree,” “Run Rudolph Run,” “Rudolph the Red 
Nose Reindeer,” “A Merry, Merry Christmas to You,” “The Most Wonderful Day of the Year,” and 
“A Caroling We Go,” among others. That is pretty solid work for any songwriter, but even better 
when you realize the songwriter didn’t celebrate Christmas himself.  

In any event, the lyrics to ‘Silver & Gold,” which are maddening when stuck in your head, are pretty 
simplistic: Here they are:  

Silver and Gold 

Silver and Gold 

Everyone wishes for Silver and Gold 

How do you measure its worth? 

Just by the pleasure it gives here on Earth 

Silver and Gold 

Silver and Gold means so much more when I see 

Silver and Gold decorations on every Christmas tree 

 

Now, just try to keep that out of your head the rest of the day. In any event, the answer to the ques-
tion ‘how do you measure its worth?’ is pretty simple: in US dollars per troy ounce, with a troy 
ounce being equal to 1.09714 avoirdupois ounces, which non-metric countries use for everything 
except precious metals. Why so confusing? Well, when the British codified their weights & 
measures back in 1824, the UK was the dominant country in Europe, and London was its financial 
center. This made London the primary financial center for the “western world,” and some would 
argue it still holds that title. So, troy ounces for precious metals? So be it. As for quoting in US dol-
lars? Well, the dollar is the world’s primary global reserve currency, and will be so until something 
better comes along.  

At that point, we will quote gold and other precious metals in that currency per troy ounce.  

When I got started in the investment industry back in the early 1990s, we called people who invested 
in gold “gold bugs.” I suppose this was a nod to the Edgar Allan Poe short story, and we considered 
them to be somewhat archaic and a little odd, like we did Poe. Why invest in gold when central 
banks don’t use it any longer? It is just a hunk of metal that has limited industrial applications out-
side of jewelry, unlike silver which is used in processing photographic film. Right? As my teenagers 

Gold was a gift to Jesus. If it's good enough for 
Jesus, it's good enough for me! 

 
Mr. T 
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might ask: what exactly do you mean by processing photographic film? Don’t you just print pictures like you would a 
Word document?  

But why gold, particularly now? The answer is pretty simply: supply. Anything that has limited supply will have some 
sort of value. For example, take baseball cards: why are, say, pre-1970 cards so much more valuable than anything to-
day? You already know the answer: because you bought baseball cards for he gum and the current stars. Rookie cards? 
Who gave a darn? Certainly not mothers who threw them out while cleaning messy boys’ bedrooms. Then, around the 
mid-1970s, people took a look at some of the prices old cards commanded, and started buying full sets and setting 
them aside.  

Can you imagine how much those things would be worth in 30 years? Well, I can buy the complete 1980 Topps set in 
near mint condition for less than $225, less S&H, from deanscards.com as I type this morning. By comparison, you can 
get a 1960 Topps set in near mint condition from the same place for around $9,900. Finally, a 1990 Topps set in the 
same condition will set you back $50, and the 2000 edition goes for a like amount….which is actually less than what 
you would pay for a current set of cards.  

It is all about supply & demand. So, gold? Well, according to the World Gold Council, all of the gold ever mined could 
fit into a cube with 21 meter sides, around 175,000 metric tons. What does that look like? Well, about like that photo, 
give or take a few meters. Do you have anything like that where you live? Or do you have a lot of them? Regardless, 

that is about it…..all the gold in central bank vaults, jewelry, and everywhere 
around the world will approximately fit in that building to the left.  

Now, consider US currency.  Using current dimensions, it would take 316.77 
notes wide by 134.65 long to create a flat square with 21 meter sides….a total 
of 451.42 notes. Since there were an estimated 34.5 billion notes in circulation 
at the end of 2013, according to the Federal Reserve, you would be able to make 
a stack, with 21 meter sides, 76,424,803.11 notes high. Fun with math, huh?  

At .0043 inches in depth, this stack would be 328,626.65 inches high. That 
works out to be 27,385.55 feet, or 5.19 miles, high. That means you have to 
stack 397.48179 of those buildings to the left in order to contain all the Federal 

Reserve Notes in circulation, of all denominations.  

Obviously, this doesn’t include the rest of the world. If we assume the US share of global GDP is 20%, which is ap-
proximate, and take all those same dimensions, etc., it would require a 1,987.40874 21 square meter cubes to house the 
currency in circulation in the global economy. That would reach over 25 miles into the air, which would take us, quite 
literally, into the stratosphere. Methinks a building with those dimensions would collapse upon itself well before it got 
to that, don’t you? What’s more, ‘they’ print more every year, and, theoretically, there isn’t anything truly stopping the 
printing presses should ‘they’ want to speed things up a bit.  

Clearly this has a point, and the point is simple: what is a better store of value, gold or fiat/paper currency? Please con-
sider what I submitted to the Montgomery Advertiser for this weekend:  

Is gold still an effective hedge? From what the government says, there really isn’t any inflation, so 
what is the point? 

 

A client of mine asked me this question this week, and I had a pretty simple answer. Gold is a store of value, 
and you shouldn’t view it any other way. A hedge against inflation? In order for a hedge to work, it has to be 
well in place before all heck breaks loose.  

Currently, inflation for most things seems to be pretty benign, and there is nothing to suggest it is going to 
surge anytime soon. After all, the daily global oil supply is more than enough to meet demand. Plus, most of 
the world’s wealth is in countries with aging populations. If the past is indicative of the future, people spend 
less as they grower older. So, we probably won’t have across the board consumer driven inflation for some 
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time.  

As such, if you are looking at gold as a short-term hedge against inflation, you might not get the results you 
want. However, most people I know who buy gold and silver bullion aren’t trying to outthink themselves or be 
clever. They want a hedge alright, but it isn’t against the current Consumer Price Index.  

Take a bill out of your pocket, and look at the top of it. It doesn’t matter the denomination, as it says the same 
thing: Federal Reserve Note. Theoretically, holding it gives you a claim against the assets of the Federal Re-
serve, which are overwhelmingly US Treasury debt obligations and Federal Agency guaranteed mortgage-
backed securities.  

Basically, the dollar is backed by IOUs, if you want to argue it is backed by anything. Why? Because you can’t 
really claim your collateral, as the whole thing is non-redeemable, circular, intangible, and practically infinite. 
So, take your $10 bill and have fun trying to collect anything from the Feds.  

That is why the investors I know who own gold own it: the currency we use is intrinsically worthless, and it 
bothers them. They aren’t trying to get rich quick by holding the stuff in their safe deposit boxes. Far from it. 
They just want the peace of mind that when “everyone figures it out” they will at least have something people 
want, or have wanted for millennia. You can think of it more as a long-term insurance policy, as opposed to a 
short-term play.  

To illustrate, in 1994, when I worked on a bond trading desk in Baltimore, someone presented me with a 5,000 
Deutschemark bond issued by Kaiser Wilhelm I around 1880. He asked me to get a current market bid on it, 
and I told him to call the German embassy in Washington or a local coin shop because it was worthless other-
wise. Brother, he complained, and loudly, to my boss, but I held firm because I knew what I was talking about.  

Another trader at the desk eagerly took the task, and a few Wall Street firms literally laughed at him before he 
sold it to, you guessed it, a coin shop for a hundred bucks or so. Such as it is with paper IOUs over time. How-
ever, in 1880, you could have bought around 65 ounces of gold with 5,000 Deutschemarks, which would have 
been worth around $25,000 in 1994, depending on the day.  

That is why you buy gold. It is not necessarily for next quarter, but for the next 100 years or so.  

If that ain’t enough for you, consider the accepted price for an ounce of gold was around $19 in 1900, when we obvious-
ly had the gold standard. Today, it is around $1,195. So, how is US currency a better store of value than gold again? 
Which takes me to this final thought.  

Next Christmas, if you are looking for something for the kids and grandkids who already have everything, consider go-
ing to the coin store and getting some gold or silver coins. They might not be great short-term investments, but if that 
advice makes me a gold bug, well, I am okay with that.  

However, you know, Johnny Marks never wrote a song about, let alone Burl Ives singing one, about paper Federal Re-
serve Notes on every Christmas tree, did he/they?   
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